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About  InAct  2.0 
InAct 2.0 is a 48-hours

International hackathon
organised by Symbiosis
Statistical Institute (SSI).

 It is a virtual hackathon
emphasizing on interdisciplinary

collaborations, technological
solutions and policy-making
with an analytical and a lean

approach. Teams work together on
challenges towards

development of a virtual
economy. In InAct 2.0, we

aim at removing the
border barriers through

digitalization because we
believe the world is one

family.

#WorldIsOneFamily
#InterpretingUncertainty



The global pandemic in 2020 has made us
realise the importance of a virtual economy
to stay connected with each other and
ensure a growth in the economy. It has also
brought in the realisation of partnerships
(SDG 17) across the globe. 

The Problem

InAct 2.0

Corporates, educational institutions and
government bodies are concerned about the
shift from real to virtual system. In this
hackathon, we will build in solutions which
would resolve the issues and ensure the
World as one family.



We plan to target the domestic and foreign
students and other individuals who are
facing restrictions due to the border
barriers. We aim at extinguishing the word
barrier from the growth dictionary of an
economy in terms of collaborations and
innovation. The organizations and the
individuals joining hands together in this
would be largely benefited with outcomes
which would not only benefit them but the
nation as a whole. 

Targets and Beneficiaries

InAct 2.0



SSI provides a conducive environment which
stimulates the growth of ideas. We at SSI
invigorate students to not only come up with
ideas, but also execute tangible prototypes to
incite those ideas and embrace the world of
entrepreneurship. With this approach in mind, we
introduce InAct 2.0 where after 48 hours of long
efforts they put in, we would help them to take
their solution forward.

Future at InAct 2.0

InAct 2.0



Logo Visibility on National as well as
International platforms.
Provide challenges and mentorship for the
hackathon,
Guest Lectures at SSI
Special mention during the main event of InAct
2.0 
CSR fulfilment

Perks for Title Sponsors

The sponsoring band for Title Sponsors is
₹ 80,000.

Challenges and Mentorship can be
provided by Title Sponsors. Challenges

provided must be focused on
humanitarian causes and digitalization.

Title Sponsors



Logo Visibility on National as well as
International platforms
Provide challenges and mentorship for the
hackathon
Special mention during the main event of
InAct 2.0
CSR fulfilment

Perks for Partner Sponsors

The sponsoring band for Partner Sponsors
is ₹ 50,000. 

Challenges and Mentorship can be
provided by Partner Sponsors. Challenges

provided must be focused on
humanitarian causes and digitalization.

Partner Sponsors



Associate Sponsors

The sponsoring band for Partner Sponsors
is ₹ 50,000.

Challenges and Mentorship can be provided
by Associate Sponsors. Challenges provided

must be focused on humanitarian causes
and digitalization.

Perks for Associate Sponsors

Logo Visibility on National as
well as International platforms.
Provide challenges and
mentorship for the hackathon.
CSR fulfilment



Opportunity to get associated with SSI
Provide challenges and mentorship for the
hackathon 
CSR fulfilment

Collaborators can provide challenges,
mentorship and a token value of their choice.
The challenges provided by collaborators will
be tackled in the hackathon. Challenges
provided must be focused on humanitarian
causes and digitalization.

Perks for the Collaborators

Collaborators



Opportunity to get associated with SSI
Highlight in InAct website
Branding and Networking

Mentors with interdisciplinary expertise will
guide the participants during the 48-hour
hackathon.

Perks for the Mentors

Mentors



Interested in sponsoring? Want more
information? 

Drop us an email at
events@ssi.edu.in 

Address

A 106, ICC Trade Tower 403
A, MCCIA Tower,

International Convention
Centre, Near Star Bazar,

Senapati Bapat Road, Pune
411016.

Facebook
Twitter

Instagram
LinkedIn

Contact Us

Contact
08669987753/ 020-25630178 / 25630180

ssi.edu.in/inact

YouTube

https://www.facebook.com/SymbiosisSSI/
https://twitter.com/Symbiosis_SSI
https://www.instagram.com/ssi.pune/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/symbiosis-statistical-institute-pune/
http://ssi.edu.in/inact
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCoy9S4j4pHL6h1DUEzEQLHg

